Journey into the Mystery #9:
Portals to Resonance

with Carole Burstein, PhD & Robert Litman, CBA

July 19 - 23, 2018
Maui, Hawaii

“Out beyond ideas of wrong-doing and right-doing, there is a field.
I’ll meet you there.” - Rumi

I

NQUIRY: What guides us in our
relationships, our decision making, our
dance with emotions, judgments, time
management, our motivations for how to
meet whatever life brings us? How can we
participate with the Breath that Breathes us
to best serve our life purpose and its essential
frequency?
Whether through suffering from our
own archaic survival skills, ancestral
entanglements, or other factors, this
incarnation invites us to join with Divine
Love to create a more heavenly earthwalk for
ourselves and those whose paths we cross.
Using Journey into the Mystery skills we can
meet the aspects of ourselves still wed to the
insidious conditioning of “good/bad/right/
wrong/success/failure/blame/shame/guilt/
entitlements” and proving that we in fact
are worthwhile and lovable. This encoding,
reinforced by family, culture and history,
carries both our wounding and serves as our
labyrinth to freedom.

I

n this next Journey into the Mystery
adventure, we enter through the portals
of “daily stuff” into the Field of Resonance.
Here, we discover the flow that beckons us to
experience Life’s daily magic and miracles.

Through engaging resonance, we move
through a portal of reactivity to intolerable
wounds, often unconscious, to a life infused
with self-truth, Divine Presence and Love
and joy.
Come journey with us through the
portal of paradigm shifting and hone
your skills of living from Resonance
and Love. *
To register, please contact:
Carole Burstein at cbaloha@gmail.com or
808.891.8662
Robert Litman at robert@thebreathablebody.
com or 206.707.1639
* If this is your first experience with Living
Inquiry, The Breathable Body or Journey
into the Mystery, please contact us for an
application.
Tuition: $2500, Organic Gourmet meals
included. Early Bird Discount of $150 for
tuitions paid in full by June 1st, 2018. Limited
to 14 participants.
Lodging: Limited lodging available. Please
inquire.

THE INSTRUCTORS
Carole Burstein PhD
Carole’s passion for the process of human transformation has birthed and nurtured her
“Living Inquiry,” both personally and professionally. This approach to consciousness
grounded in Love alchemically coalesces a wide variety of training and experience. More at
livinginquirymaui.com
Robert Litman
Robert’s life work of studying, teaching and living embodiment has led to his creation
of “The Breathable Body”. This approach synthesizes the modalities of Continuum,
Buteyko Breathing and The Duggan-French Approach to Somatic Patterning. More at
thebreathablebody.com and continuumwellsprings.com.
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